Feb. 18, 2016 Press Release: Path to commercialization a technology that will impact quality of life.
Winchester, NH

At Innovative Machine in Winchester, NH, machinist Nick Murray is inspecting the first machined
wave threaded bolt.
This is the commercialization path of the Wave Thread, a physically stronger, more durable fastener.
Originally designed to evenly distribute stress, achieving that made it over 20% stronger. The 3-axis
machining software will make these threads in parts or molds for plastic products. Next will be the
CNC lathe software for turning these threads, a more cost effective way to make nuts and bolts. The
goal is capacity to make wave threads using equipment common in commercial machine shops.
The Wave Thread is the most developed of the five Van Cor Threads. Van Cor Threads are a new genre
in physical connections with total surface contact (see www.vancorthreads.com). They look like
threads, they screw together like threads, but are literally a complex type of wedge. When connected,
all the surfaces engage or wedge together at the same time. The Wave, Conic and Concentric Threads
are patented with two more in the works. Each has engineering software with 3D printing capacity.

All other threads have 30-35% surface contact with a clearance space that is needed to screw them
together. That clearance space is the channel for corrosion, the room for micro movement from heat,
vibration and load cycling, and the space for excessive deformation from over tightening. All these
induce fatigue, the cause of 80% of the failures. The Van Cor Threads have no clearance space.
These total surface contact threads have a unique range of properties. They are an inherent seal with no
room for corrosion. They efficiently conduct heat and transmit vibration. They can not be deformed or
over-tightened, the next threshold is to break the bolt. These aspects reduce fatigue adding durability to
the products they are used in. Connecting tubes and pipes will be without gaskets, sealants or glue.
There are a variety of applications. A smaller wave thread with the same strength will reduce weight in
aerospace vehicles. The Airbus 380 has over a million fasteners, reducing weight adds capacity in fuel,
cargo or passengers. Reducing corrosion adds to fastener lifetime. In 2010, Boston had a high pressure
ten foot diameter water main explode because the flange nuts and bolts rusted. Corrosion is the most
common problem in ocean vessels. Removing the ability to over-tighten these threads will reduced
warranty cost in automotive manufacturing where 70% of all claims are fastener related, the biggest
problem is over-tightening. These threads add more choices to improve products.
Threaded connections are viewed as a problem solved over 50 years ago and new kinds of threaded
connections are considered highly unlikely. Assistance for independent computer simulated destruction
such as Finite Element Analysis sought from businesses, industrial organizations, and engineering
schools has not been well received. The most documented stress failure is fatigue in planes,
automobiles, bridges, windmills and more. The most documented static failure is corrosion in pipes
and ships. For the most part these are regarded as a cost of doing business.

